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PROFESSOR BEDŘICH HAVELKA IS SIXTY - FIVE 
V L A D I M Í R M A L Í Š E K 
(Received May 21, 1971) 
Professor Ing. RNDr. Bedfich Havelka, Dr.Sc, the most prominent living 
optician in Czechoslovakia, the Vice-Chairman of the International Commission 
for Optics of the International Union for Pure and Applied Physics, and the 
Head of the State Scientific Research in Czechoslovakia in the field of optics 
and related branches, is celebrating his 65th anniversary on July 17th, 1972. 
Palacky University in Olomouc, Czechoslovakia, holds Prof. Havelka fot its 
respected teacher in the field of theoretical physics and for the pedagogue of 
a new generation of Czechoslovak opticians. The fact that he works at the same 
time both as a university professor and the head of State Scientific Research 
in his field gives the best evidence both of his exceptionally high scientific edu­
cation and of his admirable working efforts. 
Prof. Havelka has not only been a university teacher and theoretician, but also 
a founder of modern Czechoslovak optic industry. For fruitful work in both 
these demanding fields talent, diligence as well as broad education are necessary. 
The breadth of Prof. Havelkacs education is really admirable. He not only 
studied mathematics and physics at the university, but also achieved good com­
mand of many foreign languages. Few of his colleagues know that besides gra­
duating at the university he studied engineering, insurance mathematics and law 
and in his younger days also worked as a scientific worker in astronomy and 
geodesy. 
Prof. Havelka's education is the result of his persistence as well as assiduity. 
He was born on July 17th, 1907 at Protivanov in the Drahany Highlands (north 
of Brno) and brought up in a family of seven children. During his secondary 
school studies at Boskovice he was obliged to earn his own living. After gradua­
ting from the secondary school he entered the Faculty of Science of Masaryk 
University in Brno where he finished his study of mathematics and physics in 
the year 1932. Later he was preparing his doctor's thesis in mathematics at the 
"same time studying insurance mathematics at the German College of Technology 
in Brno and law at the Czech university. Besides that he was engaged in scienti­
fic work at the Institute of Higher Geodesy. After taking his degree of science 
at the university in 1935 Prof, Havelka begins his independent work in research, 
pedagogy and organization. 
In 1935, when offered both the post of an assistant at a college in Brno and that 
of a physicist in the new Czechoslovak optic industry, Prof. Havelka chose the 
latter possibility being attracted by new problems in optics and their far-reaching 
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prospects. He started his work in the recently established enterprise Optiko-
techna in Pferov (now Meopta, national corporation), and was put in charge of 
the computer department and the department of optic construction. These 
were the years when the defence system of the Czechoslovak Republic was being 
strengthened. At that time the optic enterprise in Pferov belonged to the ammu-
nition works Zbrojovka in Brno. In 1937 Prof. Havelka was sent to Paris to study 
at the Optical College. He was given the condition of completing the three-year 
study of the school in one year as it was necessary to use his knowledge and 
experience in optic construction as soon as possible. Prof. Havelka succeeded 
in finishing his study in one year and graduating with honours as engineer of 
optics, which was something quite unusual in a forcing student in Paris. 
Prof. Havelka's activities in Optikotechna have been characterized best by 
Prof. Dr. Engelbert Keprt, the former director of Meopta, in the journal „Fine 
Mechanics and Optics" by the following words: „During the last 18 years Prof. 
Havelka has accomplished a work which can be characterized without exagge-
ration as the foundation of independent, scientific Czechoslovak constructive 
as well as technical optics on such a level that it may successfully compete with 
renowned foreign establishments". 
In those years Prof. Havelka began his work as a pedagogue. He paid his 
everyday attention to the problem of increasing the qualification of his younger 
cooperators, organized a series of courses for designers and technicians in 
optics, taught at a works school and, in 1948—1952, gave his lectures on optics 
and the theory of electromagnetic field at the Faculty of Pedagogy of Palacky 
University in Olomoue as well as on geometric optics at the College of Technolo-
gy in Brno. Although the possibilities of publishing papers written by an indu-
strial scientific worker are usually limited by the requirements of professional 
secrecy, Prof. Havelka nevertheless published about 30 of his works in physics 
in the period of his scientific research. Many of these are well-known and have 
the extent of complex monographs. Among them we can find several textbooks 
for various categories of students. 
Prof. Havelka worked in the Czechoslovak optical industry till 1952. In that 
year the Government founded a series of institutes forming constituent parts of 
the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. The aim of these institutes is to do the 
basic scientific research work. In the field of optics there was founded the Labo-
ratory of Optics in Prague and Prof. Havelka was asked to become its head. 
He accepted the offer and during the following 11 years brought much self-
sacrifice for the advancement of this institution. Owing to the housing problem 
in Prague Prof. Havelka was obliged to continue living with his family in Pferov 
and travel regularly to Prague. Nevertheless, under his management, there 
arose a theoretically founded scientific institution which has achieved significant 
success especially in the theory of optical imaging, in the construction of unique 
optical apparatuses (e. g. mirror microscope) and in the field of infra-red spectro-
scopy. In this period there was published a number of his works dealing with 
the theory of optical imaging, the optics of thin layers, and two monopgraphs: 
^Geometrical Optics" in two volumes and „ Spectral Analysis I — Construction 
of Spectral Apparatuses". These are basic works of contemporary Czechoslovak 
semtific literature in the field of optics, fully covering the whole range of problems 
from physical principles to the technical application of scientific knowledge. 
They summarize an extensive experience and give an original solution of a num-
ber of special problems. Prof. Havelka's scientific work was appreciated by awar-
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ding him the title of the „Doctor of Science" which is given to the most promi-
nent workers in Czechoslovak science. 
Since the beginning of the year 1954 Prof. Havelka has been lecturing as 
a university professor at Palacky University in Olomouc. Besides that he conti-
nued his work of the external head of the Laboratory of Optics at the Czechoslo-
vak Academy of Sciences. Giving lectures to students he soon won their respect 
by his profound knowledge, exceedingly good memory, and the breadth of his 
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themes. At first he lectured on experimental physics at the recently established 
Department of Physics. He was mostly engaged in dealing with the problems 
of molecular physics, electricity and magnetism, optics and spectroscopy. Later 
on, when four-year study of physics had been established, he gave his lectures 
on theoretical physics in full extent all by himself for many years. Most of all 
he read lectures on theoretical mechanics, thermodynamics, statistical physics, 
electrodynamics, the theory of relativity, quantum mechanics and the theory 
of atomic nucleus. 
Prof. Havelka represents an exceptional case of a university professor who 
has mastered theoretical physics in such extent. Therefore he was appointed 
university professor of theoretical physics and after the establishment of an 
independent Department of Theoretical Physics and Astronomy in 1961 he 
became the chief of the department. At the same time he was holding his lectures 
on optics at the Faculty of Science at the university in Brno. When a special 
curriculum in optics and fine mechanise had been established at PalackyUniversi-
ty in Olomouc he gave lectures to specialists on optics. Full-time work consisting 
of more than 12 lessons a week became the rule in Prof. Havelka's teaching 
activities at the Faculty of Sciences in Olomouc. In spite of that he wrote about 
40 additional works, some of which have become standard university text-
books consisting of more than 600 pages. His work may without exaggeration 
be called heroic. 
At present, bereaved of his wife, Prof. Havelka considers his work to be the 
only raison d'etre of his life. At the Faculty of Science of Palacky University 
in Olomouc he is building up the Laboratory of Optics, aimed at solving theore-
tical problems in optics, especially the theory of coherence, the theory of optical 
imaging, holography and theoretical spectroscopy. Under Prof. Havelka's 
guidance the staff of his younger cooperators have made great advances and 
significant achievements known throughout the world, which may be illustrated 
by several hundreds of original papers published in Czechoslovak as well as 
foreign journals, and by monographs published both in Czechoslovakia and 
abroad. Lately Prof. Havelka conceived the idea of publishing a modern course 
in physics for students beginning their university studies — a course which 
would become a foundation stone of university erudition in physics. His work 
bears analogy to that created, e. g., by the staff of Feynmann's cooperators, or 
that of Berkley University — the difference lies in the fact that Pipf. Havelka 
does the work all by himself 
It is necessary to mention Prof. Havelka's merits in Czechoslovak as well as 
foreign scientific institutions and organizations. He works at the Czechoslovak 
Academy of Sciences as a member of the Advisory Staff on Physics and as the 
leading co~ordinator of the main task of the State Research Plan in the field of 
optics for 1971 1975, called „Special Problems of Optics and Acoustics and the 
Construction of Unique Apparatuses". Within the framework of this main task 
there are seven special tasks organized by respective co-ordinators. One of these 
co-ordinators is Prof. Havelka again for the field of physical optics. 
As for his activities abroad Prof. Havelka belongs to the founders of the 
International Comission for Optics of the International Union for Pure and 
Applied Physics, and is at the same time the Chairman of its Czech national 
committee at the Czechoslovakia. He is a member of the Editorial Staff of the 
journal ^Optica Acta", published by the Union in London, and a member of 
the committee for the publication of a twelve-language dictionary on optics. He 
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wrote about one hundred papers dealing with the publications in optics for the 
journal "Zentralblatt fur Mathematik". He is the author of almost all the items 
on optics in the Czechoslovak Encyclopaedia which is being prepared for 
publication. 
Prof. Havelka has always been respected as a scientific worker and a pedagogue 
by his colleagues as well as students for his modesty and noble mind. For many 
of his postgraduates he was a kind tutor, many of his pupils have been working 
in various scientific institutions and universities. 
Last but not least we would like to mention that Prof. Havelka is celebrating 
his anniversary doing his busy work in full physical as well as mental strength. 
We would like to express here our hearty congratulations and our acknowledge-
ment of Prof. Havelka's outstanding works. We do hope that Prof. Havelka will 
realize all of his great plans for the benefit of his students and for further deve-
lopment of physics in Czechoslovakia. 
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